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About abhaya News Update:

LOVE & LIFE for the Country

Editorial Team

 

The effort behind making every news update of abhaya month after month, 

extra ordinary since a decade now. There is a TEAM silently work on pooling 

the data, updates, reports, photos, feedbacks, quotes, donations etc., for a 

30 days period every time. Then the Volunteers sit for designing the news 

update during night times post their office hours. This would go on for at least 

5 days... 30 man hours! Then alone a spectacular news update is published. 

Thereafter, a team of volunteers will start posting the news update to 20,000 

abhaya donors, well wishers, supporters, corporates, NGOs and others 

across the globe in the first week of every month, further it would posted in 

FB, Whats App, abhaya web links, Blog and Twitter, reaching another 20,000 

people. All these things happening without a break since 2006.  

 

Request each reader of this news update be aware of such an effort behind 

bringing such piece of heart “the abhaya news update” so that there would be 

love, care, consideration in understanding what is happening at abhaya with 

their kind support. That would surely pave the way for making a heavenly 

difference to their association with abhaya.

 

We will be happy to have your kind feedback for the news update. 

Further will be grateful if you can share this news letter with your 

near and dear and seek their support too!!

 

 

CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder

KSV Sivakrishna, Secretary (Content/Editing)

CS B Kiran Kumar Guptha (CSR Update)

T. Karthik (Content/ Posting)

A Rajasekhar Reddy, (Special design support)

G Srinivasulu (Designing & publishing)

K Gopi Manohar (Support)

S Lalitha Lahari (Editing) 
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5 things you have to know about Badminton Star P.V. Sindhu

As Pusarla Venkata Sindhu storms her way into badminton finals and bagged 

Silver Medal in Rio Olympics, here are some unknown aspects about the 

player's journey that'll inspire you to the core. 

1. Sindhu was born on July 5, 1995 in Hyderabad and her parents—? P.V. 

Ramanna and P. Vijaya were both former professional volleyball players. 

However, she was more interested in badminton and was a huge fan of Pullela 

Gopichand, who won the 2001 All England Open Badminton Championship. 

2. Sindhu started playing badminton at the age of eight. She learnt the basics 

of the sport from Mehboob Ali and used to practice at the badminton courts of 

Indian Railway Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunications in 

Secunderabad. The young shuttler used to travel 56 kms from her residence 

to practice everyday and always had the dream to become an ace badminton player. That's dedication!

3. After she started training in Gopichand's badminton academy, there was no looking back. She won the 5th Servo All India 

ranking championship in doubles for under 10 years category, singles title at the Ambuja Cement All India ranking and under-14 

team gold medal at the 51st National School Games in India, apart from 

several other national level tournaments. Impressed by her skills, Gopichand 

once said, "the most striking feature in Sindhu's game is her attitude and the 

never-say-die spirit."?

4. The 21 year old player made India proud at international level when she 

won Asia Youth Under 19 Championship, beating Japanese player Nozomi 

Okuhara (the same one she defeated yesterday to enter Olympic's finals), 

and also stunned the world when she beat London 2012 Olympics gold 

medallist Li Xuerui of China in Li Ning China Masters Super Series 

tournament. In January this year, Sindhu again made the country proud by 

winning Malaysia Masters Grand Prix Gold women's single title.   

5. The badminton champion currently ranks 10th in the world and was also 

awarded Padma Shri in 2015 and Arjuna Award in 2013.
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Sakshi Malik ended India's medal 
drought in the Rio Olympics 2016 
by winning a bronze medal in the 
women's freestyle 58 kg category. 
Malik made a comeback from 0-5 
down to 8-5, to defeat reigning Asia 
championship Aisuluu Tynybekova 
of Kyrgyzstan in the women's 
freestyle 58 kg category.

Malik has become the first Indian woman wrestler to win a medal at the 
Olympics. With this win, she also became the fourth Indian wrestler to win 
a medal in the Olympics after Khashaba Dadasaheb Jadhav, two-time 
Olympic medallist Sushil Kumar and Yogeshwar Dutt.

Here are five must-know facts about Sakshi Malik:

1. She is one of the 35 athletes from the Indian Railways to represent the 
nation at the biggest sporting event of the world - Rio Olympics 2016. 
Indian Railways awarded Sakshi Malik with Rs 50 lakh for the win, as its 
employee.

2. In her early years and for most of her career, Sakshi Malik had lived in 
Geeta Phogat's shadow. In December 2015, Sakshi overcame Geeta in the 
Pro Wrestling League and last month at the national trails, she dominated 
Geeta 8-1 to be part of the Asian Olympic qualifier team for Astana.

3. The 23-year-old from Mokhra village, Haryana, began her training in 
wrestling as a 12-year-old under the guidance of Ishwar Dahiya. Dahiya 
faced protests from the locals, when he took Sakshi under his wing to train 
her. In her early years, she had to wrestle boys in the akhara, as she 
belongs to region where girls don't wrestle.

4. Sakshi began her international career by winning a silver in the 2014 
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. She got her berth qualified by 
defeating Chinese Lan Zhang in the semifinal, at Istanbul, in the qualifiers.

5. She won a bronze medal in the Commonwealth Wrestling Championship 
in Johannesburg in 2013 and Asian Championships 2015 in Doha.

5 things you have to know about 

Wrestling  Star Sakshi Malik
5 things you have to know about 

Gymnastics Star Dipa Karmakar
Indian women are going places and how! Looks like 

there is nothing an Indian woman can’t do. That’s 

what Dipa Karmakar proved it  when she became 

the first Indian woman gymnast to qualify for the 

Olympics.

The 22-year-old scored an outstanding score of 

52.698 points in the Olympics qualifying test event 

held at Rio De Generio. Not only is she the first 

Indian woman to ever qualify for the Olympics, she 

is also the first Indian gymnast to qualify for the 

event after a gap of 52 long years. 11 Indian male 

gymnasts have taken part in the Olympics so far– 

two in 1952, three in 1956 and six in 1964.

Here are five things you didn’t know about Dipa 

Karmakar: 

1 She hails from Tripura

2 Dipa practiced gymnastics despite having flat feet

3 Dipa was also the first woman gymnast to win a 

bronze medal at the Commonwealth Games

4 Dipa chose to go to a Bangla school to pursue 

gymnastics

5 Once she did not cut her birthday cake until her 

gymnastic practice was over



Indian hopes at Rio were kept alive 

by shuttler PV Sindhu who surprised 

the world and especially the Chinese 

when she held her nerves to win 22-

20, 21-19 in the quarterfinal match 

against world number two Wang 

Yihan of China. The wide array of 

strokes in Sindhu’s repertoire 

appeared to better India’s best-

known badminton player, Saina 

Nehwal, who she emulated by 

becoming the second Indian to reach the semi-final of Olympic Games.

Saina, who lost in the quarterfinals of this edition, had won the bronze medal in 

2012 London games. As India goes gaga over Sindhu’s achievement, there is 

one man who is quietly savouring the moment- coach Pullela Gopichand.

Perhaps if there is anyone in the country right now who can be referred to as 

guru Dronacharya, the legendary teacher of the Kauravas and Pandavas, in 

today’s times, it is Gopichand. All of India’s top badminton players, right from 

Saina Nehwal, PV Sindhu, P Kashyap and Kidambi Srikanth have honed their 

skills under the former champion. Saina and Gopichand parted ways before the 

2014 Asian Games.

Sindhu is the only Indian to win back-to-back medals at the world badminton 

chamionships (2013-2014), while Srikanth is the first male shuttler to win the 

2015 Swiss Grand Prix and has even beaten two-time Olympic champion, Lin 

Dan, at the China Open Super Series Premier in 2014. He now faces the 

Chinese champion this evening in the quarterfinals. Kashyap had become the 

first male player to reach the Olympic quarter finals in 2012.

During his career as a player, Gopichand’s career was almost cut short when he 

suffered a serious knee injury during a doubles match in 1994. But he surprised 

all his critics by recovering and went on to win the prestigious All England 

Badminton Championships in 2001. The then 27-year-old had undergone three 

operations in four years on his left knee. In the process, he beat 2000 Sydney 

Olympics gold medallist Ji Xinpeng and reigning world champion, Peter Gade, 

in straight sets to bring home the trophy after 21 years.

The best things about Pullela Gopichand

India ace Saina Nehwal was admitted to a 

hospital in Hyderabad to undergo treatment 

for her knee injury which affected her progress 

in the badminton event of the Rio Olympic 

2016. The 26-year-old had lost her second 

group match against Ukraine's Maria Ulitina to 

crash out of the ongoing mega-event.

"Saina has been hospitalised and has 

underwent treatment for her injury, which got 

worse during her match against Maria at Rio 

Olympics," Saina's father Harvir Singh told 

PTI.

Saina had cited an inflammation in her right 

knee, which hampered her on-court 

movement, as the reason for her shocking 

group league exit.

Feeling concerned about this wonderful young 

Indian sports girl SainaNehwal... Prayers for 

her wellbeing. She brought name and fame for 

this holy land at a very young age with multi 

talents... especially sports. Let's join 

hands...heads... hearts to pray for her speedy 

recovery. After all she is our blood... our 

girl...lets stand by her with love when she is in 

crisis. Saina...soon you will be all right.

We pray for Saina Nehwal



A decade of journey in the community work, made abhaya to realize the need of expanding the activities in a more focused way 

enabling it to become the ideal service organization. Hence we conceptualized 'abhaya Jatheeya Margadarshaka Mandali' 

(abhaya National Advisory Council) Following eminent people of this country given their kind consent to be as our Advisors to 

guide, mentor, provide strategic inputs and counsel to the Board/ Committee Members, Office Bearers on the way forward for 

sustainable and scalable growth of our service activities. Apart from the members consented, the Founder and Chairman will 

represent foundation in this group. 
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Dr. SV Laxmidevi MBBS

 Director, 

GVPR Engineers Ltd

Hyderabad, Telangana

Padmasri Ramesh Gelli

Former Chairman of GTB & 

Philanthropist, 

Telangana

Sri Ghanshyam Dass 

Sr Advisor, NASDAQ & KPMG, 

Trustee, Braj Foundation

Bengaluru, Karnataka

Sri RH Khwaja IAS Retd., 

Former Secretary,  

Ministries of Tourism & Mining, 

Govt of India 

 

Addl Director General 

Thane, Maharashtra 

Sri VV Lakshmi Narayana, IPS* 

Dr. Anilkumar Mulpur, MBBS 

MS(General Surgery), 

MCh (Cardiothoracic Surgery), 

FRCS, FETCS, FIACS, MBA, PGDMLE, 

Chief Cardiothoracic Surgeon, 

Sun Shine Hospitals, Hyderabad

 

DCP, North Zone, 

Hyderabad, Telangana

Smt B Sumathi IPS  

Corporate Consultant,

R&A Associates,  

Hyderabad, Telangana

CS Rashida H Adenwala 

Er KV Rama Krishna 

Chief Investment Officer, 

Kotak Private Equity Group

Kotak Investment Advisors Ltd,

Mumbai, Maharashtra

Sri Ganji Rajamouli Gupta

President (IVF), New Delhi

Philanthropist, 

Hyderabad, Telangana

Er Meda Narsimhulu

Chairman

abhaya Foundation

Hyderabad, Telangana
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CA IS Prasad 

Chartered Accountant &

Managing committee Member

& Chairman Economic Affairs

Committee of FKCCI,

Bengaluru, Karnataka
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abhaya welcomed and congratulated CA AV Satish Kumar, Girish Murthy & Kumar, Chartered Accountants, Bengalure to lead 

abhaya FOUNDATION as its new President with effect from 15th August 2016 for 2016-18. We thank CS G Raghubabu, President 

who is giving the mantle to the incoming President. Following are the brief profiles of new office bearers of abhaya Foundation  

His association with abhaya 
started with a pilgrimage to 
Puttaparthi organized by abhaya in 
the year 2010. He overwhelmingly 
impressed about the social 
activities undertaken and wishes 
to use abhaya as a channel to 
serve the mankind to the best of 
his ability and started participating 
in its activities from the year 2011. 
He has been chosen to be the 

member of Executive Committee of ‘abhaya – Home 
of Happiness’ from 2012 and he is the first donor for 
the Project. There after he was inducted in to the 
Board of abhaya Foundation in the year 2013. His 
association with abhaya is very inspiring one and now 
he kindly consented to be the Treasurer of abhaya for 
a 2 years term.

CA BV Prasad, born in 1972, graduated in Commerce 
from Nagarjuna University, is a Fellow Member of 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. Presently, 
he is working as General Manager - Finance with a 
Hyderabad based Power Generating Co and 
previously associated with reputed companies’ viz. 
GMR, Lanco, ABC Engineering and CIMBCORP Power 
Corporation handling Project Finance related issues. 
His areas of interest is banking and finance.

CA AV Satish Kumar 

President 

He is the Founder 

T r u s t e e  o f  

a b h a y a  

FOUNDATION,  

born in 1961, 

g radua ted  i n  

commerce from 

SV University 

a n d  p u r s u e d  

C h a r t e r e d  

Accountant course. He worked in a 

Manufacturing Company for a 

couple of years and established his 

own CA Firm in the year 1986. It is 

known to be the best Accounting 

Firms and is associated with a 

number of reputed Companies 

nationally and internationally. The 

firm renders its services to many 

non-profitable and charitable 

institutions as a token of love and 

care for the community. He along 

with his wife Smt Sudha Satish, 

(CA) Sahithi & (Dr) Snehitha is 

involved in various community 

projects in and around the State of 

Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka.

KSV Siva Krishna 

Secretary

Shri KSV Siva 

Krishna, born 

i n  1 9 8 5 ,  

graduated in 

M C A  f r o m  

University of 

Hyderabad. He 

is the first Post 

– Graduate, 

w h o s e  

education was supported by 

abhaya in the year 2006. His 

association with abhaya since then 

has provided him multiple roles 

from Beneficiary, Volunteer to 

Trust Board Member. He was 

inspired by Founder and started 

doing his part for the country.

Presently, he is working as a 

Software Engineer in a AIS, Hitech 

city, Hyderabad. He is one of the 

active members and heads various 

projects at abhaya. Always 

available at a call distance and 

leads various activities of abhaya. 

CA B Venkata Prasad

Treasurer
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Sri K Rangarao issues hence joined B.Com at Vijayawada and later joined , born in a lower 
Chartered Accountancy. Completed Intermediate. But do not middle class Business Family.  Mother 
wanted to burden Uncle considering his younger brothers also K.Pushapavathi and Father K 
coming for higher education. Hence he wanted to support . Sambas i va  Rao  came  f r om 
family and left studies and joined services in Private Broking Vijayawada with 2 brothers (K Raja 
Firm run by another Uncle CA K Lakashmana Rao, there he Kumar, USA and K Udaya Krishna, 
served for 6 years and joined Apollo Group and served for 3 Singapore). Father used to have small 
years , then Got opportunity in Banking Sector (Global Trust time Business and mother is house 
Bank) posted at Mumbai in year 2000, served in different wife. As there were family issues he 
capacities from Jr Executives to till Sr. Branch Manager in was brought up by his Grand Parents at 
Banking sector ( GTB, OBC and HDFC Bank ) till 2007 , Mean Village called Vykuntapura ,near 
while completed his Post Graduation in Banking Management Amaravathi, Guntur Dist.
(MBM) while serving Banking Sector. He again got an 

opportunity in Retail Broking at Hyderabad and Joined He studied till Primary Education in Govt. School at 
Sharekhan, presently serving as Group Head for Hyderabad Vykuntapuram. Had a privilege of brought up at Village  
Region.environment with joint family values.
 

He married to Krishna Veni in 1998 and blessed with a Lovely He was influenced by his Grand father who taught him stories 
Daughter Prasanthi ..now she studying 11th Class. He feels of Ramayana, Mahabhartha. He  later shifted to Vijayawada, 
lucky to have a wife who is having service mind and keen in started staying with parents and done schooling in a Govt High 
serving the people in need. Inspired by Bhagawan Sathya Sai school, by that time Family went in to severe financial crisis. 
Baba, they were involved in many Service activities that is Elders in the family thought of joining him in shop for 
where they got connected to Sri S Balachandra and also employment to support family, but as he passed 10th Class in 
inspired with the self less services of abhaya, they have set up  first class, his mother and uncle stood besides him for studies. 
abhaya  Women Empowerment Center which is passionately He used to do petty jobs (used to cut and sell tender coconuts, 
run by his Wife.Tea, Pan, Vegetables, Milk and Curd ) When he was grown up 

he did part time job as School Teacher and worked as part time 
Motivated by the self less services of the Founder, CS accountant as well to support family. He completed 
Balachandra Sunku who made an impact in their spiritual Intermediate at Tadikonda at Bagawan Sri Satya Sai Baba Jr. 
Journey, joined as Trustee. He feels thankful to his mother College with support of his uncle S V Rao and Maddi 
Pushpavathy as because of her strong will and hard work  to Veeranjaneyulu and could  pass in Distinction. Though 
see them as educated...He is here what he is.intetested he could not join in Engineering due to financial 



CS Shujath Bin Ali

T Srinivasa Rao,

He was also a member of Toastmasters International and  is born in 
lead various initiatives in development of leadership & Hyderabad in a middle class family. His 
communication skills for students and actively involved in parents Ali Bin Gafoor and Khairunnissa 
community involvement activities. He is inspired by the Begum belong to Mahabubnagar Nagar 
activities of Abhaya Foundation and started participating in District and relocated to Hyderabad for 
various activities of Abhaya Foundation.employment. Shujath's father worked 

fo r  Emp loyee  P rov iden t  Fund  
He loves to share knowledge, network , build relationships  department of Central Government.
and learn from everyone and bring new ideas to the table.

Shujath is happily married with Tajammul and are blessed Shujath completed his schooling in 
with 7 years  old son and 2 years daughter  who are his great Ramanthapur. He was not clear about his 
source of learning, inspiration and joy. Out side of work he goals and just like any other student and 
enjoys travelling, teaching and reading subjects of varied appeared for EAMCET but could not get a 
interests including spirituality.good rank and could not afford private seat and hence based in his 

Uncles guidance. Joined B.com and Company Secretary ship 

course together and Completed CS course in 2001 although after  born at a 

lot of struggle. He also finished his Graduation in Law in 2002. remote village called Juzzuru, near 

KanchikaCherla, Krishna District, AP
 He is currently worn as Senior Director-Legal & Risk Management 

of US MNC Parexel International India.  Prior to that he served  as  His parents were very rich and well 
Senior Legal Counsel & Company Secretary of International known land lord in the village. His 
Paper-India father was influenced by Communist 

philosophy and sacrificed all the 
Before joining IP, he served 9 years as Associate Vice President – property for the Party. When Shri 
Legal Counsel & Corporate Secretary for Deloitte Consulting. And Srinivasa Rao born, there was nothing 
earlier in his career he served as Counsel & Company Secretary  left at their home. His father bought a 
with MNC’s like Fanuc India, Valtech Systems & Granules India. Lorry and started new innings for 
He has overall 15 years of varied work experience in the area(s) of earning in the family. Srinivasa Rao realizing the fact that 
Governance, Corporate Laws, Economic Laws,Corporate there is no substitute for hard work, moved to Kurnool for 
Restructuring,Compliance, Risk Management, Employment laws, livelihood. Very soon he was successful in “rent a car 
Direct and Indirect taxes. business” with his values, hard work, customer service. He 

further established transport business. He had many other 
Shujath is a former Chairman of the Institute of Company businesses, such as Cement Transport, Cement Trading, 
Secretaries of India-Hyderabad Chapter and also a Founder & Tyres, Fuel, Real Estate etc. He is now leading a simple life 
Executive member of Indian Corporate Counsel Association. with wife Smt. Ramadevi and 2 kids Surya (B.Tech) & 

Priyadarshini (BBM) at Kurnool.
He speaks at the various professional forums and has also 

presented white papers for professional journals on varied topics He started working on un-cared segment of people in the 
of legal interest. society with his savings in the business. 



He is working on leprosy people in the town. He propagated presently working as a Consultant Architect for Microsoft, 

“serving food for the hungry is the best service” and started USA. He is a Sharepoint expert and his Blog posts are widely 

free food distribution to the poor occasionally on special followed by many developers around the world.

days. He transformed local funeral ground in to a garden and 

made free transportation and arrangements for last rituals He came to know about abhaya by Siva Krishna and started 

for the dead bodies. He started distributing food for contributing in whatever way possible from then. He 

thousands of patients and attendees at Kurnool Government participated in Hunt the winter and that activity inspired him 

Hospital by establishing SadguruDatta Krupa Nilayam. His to participate more activities of abhaya. He was a long term 

vision is to set up such facility all over district head quarters regular donor and participated in several missions. He built 

in AP in days to come. an bulk SMS engine for commercial purpose and providing 

free service to abhaya. We are glad to know such dynamic 

abhaya Team met him on NH 7, very accidentally in the year kind hearted young man and welcome him to be Trust Board 

2010, while they are going to abhaya Vignan School for member.

installing Goddess Saraswathy Idol in the school premises. 

Since then the bond of love strengthened.  He also started 

involving in various other service projects of abhaya. He 

donated 50 grams of gold for the abhaya Home of Happiness. 

He has been associated with abhaya with his love and care. 

abhaya is proud to have him as its Trustee

, born 

to Sri Jayarami Reddy and Smt Ailakshmi 

is the youngest child in the family. He has 

two elder sisters and they were brought 

up at  Yarram varipalem, a remote village 

from prakasam district, Andhrapradesh. 

They lost their father at very young age 

and his mother, in such a deep pain took 

up the responsibility of family. She 

realized the importance of education and 

moved to nearby town Ongole for better 

education of children. She also resumed her studies and did 

her graduation while leading the family. 

Inspired by their mother, all the children studied well. Both 

the daughter are well educated and married. Praveen 

completed his B.Tech from JNTU, Hyderabad in Computer 

Science and started his career in IT with RAMP Technologies. 

He is familiar with most of the Microsoft Technologies and 

Battula Praveen Kumar

“You don't have to be a billionaire 
to believe you can make a 

difference. Give your resources to 
a charity and volunteer in your 

community.” 
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To transform 10,000 villages: 

Maharashtra plans CSR drive 

with business heads
Maharashtra plans to involve top 

industr ia l ists,  phi lanthropists and 

executives such as Ratan Tata, chairman 

emeritus of Tata Sons, Reliance Industries' 

MukeshAmbani, Mahindra & Mahindra's 

Anand Mahindra and HDFC's Deepak Parekh 

for a mammoth corporate socia l  

responsibility (CSR) project that aims to transform 10,000 villages over three 

years.

It will create a special fund using the CSR funds of corporates for the initiative and 

these leaders could be part of its governing board by depositing a tentative sum of 

Rs. 10 crore each, sources in the government said. About 50 top industrialists, 

CEOs and philanthropists have been called for a meeting with Maharashtra chief 

minister DevendraFadnavis where a presentation would be made to them.

Government officials said the state had floated the proposal to these industrialists a 

few days back and had got an "enthusiastic response". Even if 40 of them say yes to 

the initiative and contribute Rs 10 crore each, the government would be able to 

raise about Rs 400 crore for the fund, the sources said. The state would also match 

it by putting a similar amount of resources into it. The state will focus on problems 

like infant mortality, nutrition, education, health and employment generation. 

Having industrialists on the governing board would boost the confidence of those 

willing to be part of the initiative and assure them that their funds are being put to 

right use, state officials said. "A lot of these companies are doing CSR and they do 

yield positive results. But this is a scattered altered approach. We are planning a 

more synchronised move with government participation with deadlines and goals in 

place," a top government official said. 

 Western Coalfields Limited (WCL) has set 

up an RO Plant (Reverse Osmosis Plant) 

at Neelgaon under Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR). The RO Plant, 

inaugurated by District Collector Sachin 

Kurvey, will facilitate availability of pure, 

clean drinking water to villagers. Water 

discharged from underground mine is 

being transferred to Neelgaon through a 

kilometer long pipeline, where the RO 

plant has been installed. This purified 

water is supplied to the villagers. This 

plant purifies the water at the capacity of 

1000 LPH (Liter per hour). The Rs 25 lakh 

RO plant has capacity to clean the water 

of 90 percent total dissolved solid. The 

District Collector said that this is the first 

RO Plant set up under CSR and is a major 

initiative on the part of Western Coalfields 

Limited, Nagpur Area.

WCL sets up RO Plant at 

Neelgaon under CSR



T h e  P u n e  M u n i c i p a l  

Corporation (PMC) has 

joined hands with the 

N a t i o n a l  C h e m i c a l  

Laboratory (NCL) and 

Cummins in India to 

encourage residents to take 

up idol immersion at their 

homes, as a means to check pollution of river and other 

natural water bodies during the Ganesh festival.

NCL scientist ShubhangiUmbarkar said that the PMC is 

buying ammonium carbonate and distributing it free of cost 

to residents. “There are two government companies that 

supply ammonium carbonate and we are holding discussions 

for getting the necessary supply to PMC,” said Umbarkar.

Cummins has been working with the PMC for the last few 

years on managing the waste generated during Ganesh 

festival. “We have engaged ourselves as the CSR initiative of 

the company and involved employees for the purpose. The 

company had made attempts on its own to find a way out to 

get the Plaster of Paris idols dissolve in water but the solution 

was time consuming. The NCL has come up with a more 

effective solution so we would participate in the initiative by 

taking up a public awareness campaign to encourage citizens 

to implement it,” said S Ravichandran of Cummins Group.

He said they would continue their work of segregating waste 

at the collection points during Ganesh festivals so that all 

waste is segregated effectively to keep the city clean and 

ensure there is no water pollution. According to the PMC, at 

least six lakh Ganesh idols are immersed in water bodies 

every year which have been polluting it. The maximum idols 

are from household celebrations so the awareness campaign 

would focus on reaching out to residents with free supply of 

ammonium carbonate.

HPCL celebrates CSR month 

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited 

(HPCL) celebrated 42nd foundation day on 

July 15. As part of its resolve to help the 

under-privileged, CSR month was observed 

between July 15 and August 15 on the 

theme 'bringing smiles and touching lives'.

Indore retail regional office members visited 

va r i o u s  N G O s  a n d  g o ve r n m e n t  

organizations to interact with differently 

abled children. “The team visited 

AasraNishaktjanAaadhar Welfare Society and Mahesh Drishti 

HeenKalyanSangh to donate food supplies, clothes and shoes to 

the poverty stricken children as a part of their CSR initiative,” 

company informed in a press release. The team consisted of 

senior regional manager Vishal Sharma, deputy managers Amit 

Gadodiya and Sandeep Mishra and officer RU Yashika Jain.

The Indian School of Business (ISB) 

will be conducting a three-day 

executive education programme for 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

professionals to help them manage 

CSR investments more effectively.

It will be held at ISB's Mohali campus 

during August 30-September 2, 

2016.This program will facilitate practitioners to look at 

sustainability, not as a limitation or a regulatory requirement, but 

as an opportunity for the future. The program will help 

participants develop new strategies and skills for executing CSR 

initiatives,'' ISB said in a release issued.

The program will be taught by faculty from global business 

schools, independent consultants, industry leaders / practitioners 

and thought leaders, it added.

PMC gears up to curb Ganapati 

immersion pollution

ISB course for CSR professionals



PSUs asked to deposit unspent CSR funds into 

Swachh Bharat pool
The government has turned to state-run companies 

to contribute to an account that has been created to 

finance the Prime Minister's pet Swachh Bharat 

programme. 

The Department of Public Enterprises(DPE) has sent 

out an advisory, asking public sector undertakings 

to deposit the money that they could not spend on 

Corporate Social Responsibility programmes in the 

last fiscal year in theSwachh Bharat Kosh (SBK), said officials at two PSUs. 

"It is not an order, but an advisory asking us to deposit the money that we 

could not spent last fiscal (year). We have deposited the money that we could 

not spend last year in the SBK," said one of the officials. 

Green highways: NHAI-Power 

Finance Corporation join hands 

for CSR initiative
To maintain and promote 

the greenery along 

Nat ional  Highways, 

P o w e r  F i n a n c e  

Corporation (PFC) has 

tied up with National 

Green Highways Mission 

(NGHM) under NHAI for 

plantation work on NH-7 covering 87 km long 

stretch. The stretch falls under Nagpur region 

which includes – Borkhedi – Wadner&Khatara – 

Kelapur. PFC has also provided a fund of Rs 13 

crore for the plantation and maintenance work 

under its CSR initiative. In presence of Raghav 

Chandra, Chairman – NHAI, GS Ghai, Executive 

Director – PFC and AK Bhattacharya, MD NGHM, 

NHAI and PFC has signed a MoA for immediate 

implementation of the project. AK Bhattacharya 

said that NGHM is already in discussions with 

Coal India, other PSUs and Corporates to 

promote Greening of Highways. Nitin Gadkari-led 

Ministry of Road Transport & Highways has been 

working on several initiatives to make highways 

clean and green.

“For the proposed work in Nagpur, NGHM has 

engaged four empanelled agencies to execute 

plantation and maintenance work. The agencies 

have been mandated to engage at least 70% 

work force from the local community, thereby 

enhancing livelihood opportunity. Out of these 

four agencies, 3 are start-ups, which is in line 

with the vision of Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri 

Narendra Modi to promote start-up India 

campaign,” said Ministry of Road Transport & 

Highways in its statement.

Snapdeal says 20,845 'Happiness Boxes' sent to 

armed forces
 Online marketplace Snapdeal has sent around 

20,845 'Happiness Boxes' to soldiers in the 

Indian Army and Navy around the period of 

Independence Day and Rakshabandhan. 

Each box contained a gratitude letter, with the 

sender's name, a thank you seed paper card, a 

rakhi and an 'I Love India' Luggage Tag.

Snapdeal users had the choice to send these 'Happiness Boxes' for 5, 10, 25, 

50,100, 250 or 500 soldiers and more than 20,845 boxes have been 

contributed from multiple locations in India. 

No proceeds from the initiative shall go to Snapdeal. 

An initiative by 21Fools - an organisation that makes 

plantable paper products, this campaign was supported by 

Snapdeal Sunshine, Snapdeal's CSR initiative. - nity" - 
Collected, compiled & reported by: CS B Kiran Kumar 

Gupta, Member - abhaya Foundation



We are delighted to state that abhaya team wish to work on over all development of 

the most deserving village in and around Hyderabad, which is not more than 50 - 

70KMs distance with the following  criteria:

1. The village should be an hour journey from the City of Hyderabad.

2. Village with no proper facilities are preferred

3. Village panchayat members should have willingness to team up with abhaya/ 

Villagers also must take ownership in developing village

4. Village should have at least 300 - 500 families

5. The friend, who refer the village must be connected to abhaya while executing the 

work in that village. This means, he must be one of the member executive team.

Update: Team received 6 such nominations till now from Hyderabad, Nalgonda, 

Medak, Mahaboob Nagar & Ranga Reddy Districts. We are visiting all the villages 

along with HYUNDAI team for short listing.
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abhaya - HYUNDAI CSR Update
CSR Activities @ Telangana

abhaya - HYUNDAI CSR Update



On 30th July, we have conducted a joint meeting for all tailoring, driving and computer students. Tailoring 

batches from all the villages Dadupally, Chededu and Ibrahimpatnam were present for the meeting. We 

handed over the certificates for the ones, who completed course successfully. Abhaya founder shared their 

thought of establishing a Jute Bag industry at abhaya Home or Dadupally, if the village sarpanch support for 

the initiative. He also shared various important things one should learn in life. The team of 15 members left 

to Siri Jute Industries at Vidya Nagar, Hyderabad and seen the making process and machinery. It was true 

field visit for all of us. The women members felt confident about making such bags if given suitable training.

We started 6th batch of tailoring center at Dadupally village. There are 31 members started learning 

tailoring. In Ibrahimpatnam center, 25 women are regularly learning. They are almost at the end of their 

course. 23 members from Ibrahimpatnam batch have pooled their money by pooling Rs.3000/- per head 

and we got the grant of Rs.1000/- from abhaya CCL, procured sewing machines.

I am motivating village youth to join in Driving classes and other activities of foundation. As part of my 

counselling, I went to Gungal village and Aarutla village. The village sarpanches are very co-operative and 

told that they are ready to send the people, whenever we decide the date. I am following up with all of them.

There were 5 girls joined for computer classes, but one girl dropped with health issues. Other four girls are 

learning the classes. They started in the month of July and will be completing in September. I am looking for 

new members for computer training also. - Ch Manga, Coordinator, Women Empowerment
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CSR Activities @ Telangana
abhaya - HIL CSR Update

�Vandemataram Foundation conducted a program called 

Little Leaders - Little Teachers from August 4th to 13 August in 

which our school students were participated along with a 

Maths teacher, P Ed teacher and Head Master, at Kalvakurthy 

in Mahabubnagar district. They trained about minimum 

numerical skills and Kolatam, Yoga, Other cultural activities.

�Round Table school celebrated independence day in the 

presence of corporates and as well as some other well-wishers 

of RT, local leaders they awarded the SSC best performers as 

they desired. Students performed cultural activities.

�Every Saturday CCA programs conducted like story telling, 

essay writing

�Head Master acted as Resource person at Kukatpally for 

orientation of head masters

�Venu Sir attended training program at Warangal for three 

days' orientation of English teaching.

�SSC 2010-11 batch students arranged get together at 

school premises on 21/08/2016 - Ayyana, Teacher, RT 

Govt. School, Sanathnagar, Hyderabad

Report from RT Govt High Schoo,

Sanathnagar, Hyderabadl



We are very Thankful for Adopting our School for Development in the Academic Year 2015-16. I Appeal for the Same Support for 

the Upcoming year also. Now I Request to approve the following Items for the Year 2016-17 for Fast Development of the School in 

all respects *Continuation of the Salary for Watchman, * Continuation of Snacks for the Last Four Months to SSC Students, *Grill 

Work on Terrace, *Setting up of Classrooms under the Shed with Grill Doors and Electrification, *Setting up of Computer Lab with 

5 Computer, *Partition for classroom in Primary Section, *5 Steel Almarahs, *Mike set, *Sport Material along with Band, *4 White 

Boards, *Water Harvesting Pit. I request you to allocate suitable Budget at an Earliest Date. – A Suresh, HM, Round Table 

Government High School.

Based on the request from school team, abhaya HIL convened a combined meeting at the School to 

discuss about the action plan for current year 2016-17. The meeting was attended by CS Naresh 

Kumar Miryala, Company Secretary from HIL, CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya Foundation, 

Suresh, HM, RT Govt High School and other teaching staff. Venkata Swamy, the Contractor who took 

care of the civil works also present at the meeting. The team inspected the school premises including wash rooms. The 

observations were noted and briefed the school team for further up keeping the premises. The meeting discussed about the action 

plan, guide lines, responsibility matrix etc., HIL representative shared his thoughts stating that, going forward: 

1) HIL will only provide financial and advisory support, 2) abhaya has the final responsibility to ensure that all works are done on 

time and to the acceptable quality. (Getting estimate for works, Appointment of contractors, procurement of requirements etc., 

needs to be taken by abhaya 3) Monitoring and day to day works or ensuring the works are done needs to be taken care by RTGHS. 

Further, requested to ensure that the pending works are completed before we start new works.

CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya considering all the inputs from the members present in the meeting, brought out the 

Current Year Action Plan with a Mission Title : H.E.A.R.T IN for RT Govt High School ( Healthcare, Educare, Awareness, Right Value, 

Transformational change, infrastructure and Never Shy of doing work for developing School) 

The School team is requested to bring out a detailed presentation and proposal on these lines enabling abhaya HIL team to finalize 

the budget - abhaya Team

The current year plan for creating a model school
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CSR Activities @ TS/AP
GSPV Trust

Chairman visited GSPV Empowerment Center, Kogatam, AP
Team GSPV Trust visited Kogatam Rural Women Empowerment Center during the month of August 

2016 and reviewed the on going free tailoring classes for rural women. There were about 60 women in 

4 batches being provided fashion designing classes for the past 2 months. They have displayed all 

their work which was real feast for the eyes. The Founder Chairman Sri GSP Veera Reddy along with 

his wife Smt Vijaya Lakshmi interacted with all the women who are undergoing free tailoring classes at 

GSPV Community Center. The feedback was so satisfying. He considering their interest to learn more 

designs, declared an additional 30 days free training apart from 3 months course planned. Further, he 

declared 40% grant for those who wish to have new sewing machines. He also declared Rs.1000/- 

cash gift for those who will be getting married in the village.

He said that, previously he felt getting eye surgeries for those elderly villagers is a hit, but seeing the 

way the women engaged in empowering initiative is very inspiring. The initiative was well appreciated 

by the Chairman. 

The women beneficiaries knowing the fact that Chairman is turning 66 on 25th August 2016, 

celebrated his birthday at Kogatam Village on 24th August 2016 it self. Sweets and Cakes were 

distributed to all the women - GSPV Team



Mrs. Bashiran is an anaemia patient with very less 

Haemoglobin percent in blood. GSPV Trust community Hall at 

Kogatam took good care of her and infused blood weekly twice 

for three weeks. She is fine now. She thanked everyone at 

community center. Mr. Chermaiah, who was suffering with an 

injury in his leg was treated at community center for past 

three months. He is all good now and able to walk properly. We 

are very happy to provide such good facility for every severe 

problem in such a small village. Even people from nearby 

villages are also visiting this center and expressing their 

happiness for the wonderful medical services provided by 

“GSPV Trust Community Center”. There are about 15 patients 

every day and about 100 per week. Average patient count per 

month is about 600. The best thing is that all the services are free and they also distributing free 

medicine for poor. We are treating the patients with Hyper Tension and Diabetes as well.

“Serving hands are better than praying lips”, GSPV Trust is a best example of this wonderful saying. The 

motto of this organization is to support the poor and rejuvenate their lives. Chairman of GSPV Trust, Sri 

GSP Veera Reddy garu, started a basic health center at Kogatam Hanuman temple. He with his own 

expenses, appointed a duty nurse and distributing free medicines. They are also distributing free 

medicines worth of Rs.50,000/- every month to the Clinic. Apart from these free medicines, they 

conducted a mega eye camp and identified the people with eye problems. They have filled light in their 

lives by operating them at free of cost.

Another important activity of this trust is Women 

empowerment center. There are many unemployed 

women, who want to learn and earn for their 

families in the village. Trust established a center to 

train these women in tailoring, so that they can earn with their skills. 80 

unemployed women, in four batches a day were trained in last three months 

and all of them were given certificates. Though they completed the course, 

students are coming for practicing, so they extended the course for one 

more month. They are also planning to support for suing machine by 

providing 40% of the funds. Apart from all these activities, they are giving a 

1000/- as wedding gift for all young women of the village.

All the villages are very happy for the services they are getting through GSPV 

Trust and thank its chairman Sri Veera Reddy garu for establishing it in this 

village- Uma Devi, Coordinator, GSPV Trust, Kogatam

Report from GSPV Community Center, Kotatam, Kadapa



Its always the thought of the Chairman, to find a reason to serve those in 

need. The Management of GVPR and Trustees of GSPV Trust 

understanding his tgoughts celebrated their Chief Mentor's Birthday 

engaging everyone in service.

25th September, 2016, Free Health Camp by Yashoda Hospitals and Free 

Eye Check up camp by Dr Agarwals Eye Clinic, Hyderabad was organised 

at GVPR Corporate Office for the benefit of staff, sub staff and public.

66th Birthday of Sri GSP Veera Reddy was celebrated in the presence of 

his family members, GVPR employees, GSPV Trustees and many well 

wishers.

Motivated by the work of GSPV Trust, his Sister Smt Venkata Subbamma 

while wishing him Happy Birthday declared and handed over Rs.50,000/- 

donation to Healthcare Projects of GSPV Trust and further Sri Kalyan 

Srinivas, GM, GVPR Group handed over Rs.10,116/- to the trust. CS 

Balachandra Sunku, Advisor took the opportunity to honour about 10 

Volunteers who were engaged in periodical donations for  community 

work on the occassion of his birthday.

A shortfilm on the life and mission of Sri GSP Veera Reddy was screened 

on the ocassion. Sri G Veera Sekhar Reddy, Managing Ditector, GVPR and 

Smt MV Sunitha Reddy, CEO, Dr Kavitha Reddy, Smt Venkata Subbamma 

and many others spoke on the ocassion. CS Balachandra Sunku, Advisor 

hosted the event with the help of GVPR & GSPV Teams.

66th Birthday of Sri GSP Veera Reddy celebrated
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CSR Activities @ Karnataka

CSR Presentation at Kennametal, Bangalore – Thanks to GN Murthy
Sri GN Murthy, a long term well wisher of 

abhaya paved the way for Founder, CS 

Balachandra Sunku who visited Kenne Metal, 

Bengaluru and gave a presentation on CSR to 

the CSR Committee Members. The team 

positively considering the CSR activities 

suggested by the Founder and will be updated 

to VP  for seeking his approval - abhaya Team

 It was really amazing to see the most vibrant activity while we inaugurated abhaya Cheitanya Empowerment Center, 

Yelekodigehalli, Magadi Rd, Blore, Karnataka State today attended by 100 unemployed youth and members of Both the 

Trusts. The executive Team lead by Sri Nanjundeswara & CS Chakrapani did fabulous and flawless   job for the past 30 days 

over there in the village. The Trustees of Cheitanyananda Aashram Trust & abhaya FOUNDATION were present in the event 

along with families. The Hyderabad team lead by the Founder added value wherever possible. Our Special appreciation to 

Rajeswari, Madhukesh, Chakri, Anitha, Malliswari, Raji, Bharathi, Murthy, Sairam for their wonderful work and support. 

Further members from local Village Panchayath along with many wellwishers like Nagaraju and RJ Auto Shivalumar added 

colour to the event. This is yet another memorable event in abhaya journey. Classes for Tailoring (25) Driving (8+5) 

Computer (4) being started in a day or two.



Close to 20,000/- to Cheitanya Team and Rs.10,000/- for abhaya team spent for todays activity. Rs.50000/- grant from abhaya 

kept aside for paying Rs.26,000 for driving School, Rs.10,000 for Tailoring Master and Rs.10,000/- for computer teacher for 3 

months. Requested Cheitanya team to add at least another 10 members for Tailoring and 6 people for computer classes in next 2 

days so as to get max benefit for our cash out flow.  Apart from regular classes, every Sunday we need to have 2 hrs session for all 

the students on values, spirituality and life skills. Each one here in the team pl spare time at least one Sunday for this. November 

2016, we need to plan for closing of all the batches in a glittering event. – abhaya Team

Driving BatchTailoring Batch



abhaya Thank Bharathi Gondi
Thank you Bharathi Gondi for your kind time in 

empowering the rural women at YeleKodigehalli, Magadi 

Rd, B'lore. Many rural women to be seen excited and 

inspired by your work. Seek your oneweek end time in a 

month for the center so that talent will work like a magic 

for many women... kudos to you - abhaya Team

Very happy to see the fruits of combined efforts of CS. Balachandra and Mr. Nanjundeshwara. There is nothing 

surprising to me since the Stalwart Mr. Balachandra is behind this programme. May God bless give all health 

and energy to both of them to continue to give support to the poorest of poor. I remember a song of my Guru 

Sri Sri Sri Paramahamsa Yogananda on this occasion: They have heard Thy name, The blind halt and lame.. 

They have heard Thy name Lord, They have heard Thy name...Give them an audience Lord... They have heard 

Thy name...

Thanks to Ms. Rajeswari who have taken up all the works on her head and completed successful in spite of she 

busy at her business. Thanks to Mr. Nanjundeshwara. His spirit to support this programme is fabulous. 

Though he is senior at age, I have seen him young in heart to go and work wherever and whenever required 

for this programme. May God bless him to have a healthy life to support furthermore programmes like this and 

make his life a successful one.- CS M Chakrapani, Company Secretary, Bengaluru (Coordinator – 

abhaya Cheitanya Empowerment Initiative)

Ta i l o r i n g  c l a s s e s  s t a r t e d  @  

Cheitanyananda Ashrama from 22nd 

August onwards. About 25 woman 

registered for the classes. Ms Nagaratna 

& Ms Manjula taking care of the classes 



We at the first instance thank each abhayan for standing with abhaya 

Foundation since its inception in the year 2006.

 

You are aware of the fact that there are many Companies in the country 

stood differently with a keen interest in developing the neediest 

communities. Considering the back ground CSR Provisions of Companies Act 

2013 and our good work since a decade all over the country, we tried 

consolidating many of the service projects undertaken by abhaya 

Foundation as per activities specified in Schedule VII of CA, 2013, which 

needed corporateCSR Funds and support for your kind reference:

1. Eradicating hunger & poverty in the society through abhaya Home.

2. Caring the Destitute and working on their rehabilitation at abhaya Home

3. Development of Govt. Schools & its infrastructure like Building, 

Computers, Compound, Water, Toilets etc., (INR 5lacs to 10lacs per school)

4. 3 months free training for 30 unemployed at abhaya Home - 3 batches in a 

year (INR 250000per batch/ trade)

5. 2 months free tailoring course for 30 women in rural areas (Estimated 

cost per batch/ Village is about INR 50000)

6. 2 months free computer basics training for 30 youngsters at abhaya Home 

(Estimated cost per batch is about INR60000) - 4 batches in a year

 

You may discuss the same with the known corporates in your circle impress 

up on them that their will go a long way in infusing life to many needy people 

in the community. If in case of need, we are available for discussion and also 

to give further details & clarifications.Look forward to work hand in hand 

with you in developing the most deserving communities of this holy land.

APPEAL
abhaya's seeking support of 

Corporates for CSR Funds

CS Balachandra Sunku

Founder

Meda Narasimhulu 

Chairman

CA AV Satish Kumar 

President

KSV Sivakrishna

Secretary

LOVE & LIFE for the Country
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abhaya Home of Happiness
Latest Update

Inmates: All inmates are healthy this month. No one had any major health issues. Dr. 

Sulapani, MD, Rajya Lakshmi Hospital visited the home and provided treatment for all minor health 

problems. Blood Pressure of Lakshmamma is in control. We are taking care of Kameswara Rao by 

testing his sugar level regularly and injecting Insulin whenever needed. Rama Krishna, Gopal, 

Balaraju and Kameswara Rao are passing their time in Godly thoughts and prayers. 

Ravi is preparing for SSC exams and he is reading all the subjects. Soumya, Viswanath and 

Padmavathi are helping him in his studies. We all are very fond of Ravi and surprised to see his 

enthusiasm to study and clarify the doubts. We pray and hope that he will pass in his SSC with good 

marks. Padmavathi used to cook earlier, but now she is helping in Gardening. 

Lakshmamma, Yellamma are taking care of Swapna. Day by day they are not able to handle 

her, as she is gaining weight. She was admitted in Home by Dr. Sulapani. Since then, the inmates 

are caring her with love. For past one year, she is just the same and there is no improvement. It is 

becoming tough for the inmates to facilitate her. So we approached Spandana Child line and they 

took Swapna to Sishu vihar at Ameerpet. Smt Padmavathi, Chairperson of District Child Protection 

Unit  asked us many questions like, why we took up such cases and about the legal processes to be 

followed for the home of happiness. We told the complete story of Swapna and updated the 

activities of abhaya foundation and then she asked to take her good care for 2-3 months more, 

while they find a good home for her.

Staff:
Sowmya is taking care of phone call, visitors, campus cleaning and helping Ravi in his studies. 

Viswanath is picking and droping NAC students. Madhu is working as Watchman Madhu and 

Sukanya looking after garden works. All the four are working together and completing by sharing. 

All these are well adjusted to abhaya home environment.



Many of the friends may not be aware of this fact: Founder placed 2 

sacred objects in the Foundation pit on 12th August 2012, one is Pancha 

Mukhi Rudraksha which he got in the Manasa Sarovar while he dipped 

his hands. the second one is replica of Mt Kailash which he found on the 

bay of Manasa Sarovar. The founder declared that these divine objects 

protect the campus - abhaya Team

How can we abhayans forget this moment? The purpose and the 

intention with which the Founder has done,  this is proving to be right 

and see How our Foundation is moving from Strength to strength!! Gods 

have really blessed us. Keep it going abhaya. – Janakirama 

Prabhakara Prasad

Toilet Block
Team completed 

minor repair works 

a t  H o m e  o f  

Happ ines s .  Bu t  

there are carpentary 

works pending. They 

will be completed by 

the month end. The 

construction of new toilet block will also be completed by that time.

3rd Anniversary of abhaya Home
It's not about knowing the good work, but 

staying with it, doing it, living in it and loving 

such good work always inspire hundreds 

around. Remembering scores of  youngsters 

who expressed their desire to associate with 

abhaya Foundation Hyderabad. Few of them 

lived their thoughts and words with deeds.

abhaya Home protected by the 

Divine Pancha Mukhi Rudraksha



abhaya helped 150 women to learn tailoring 

and more than 150 young men in car driving. 

Though we are providing unmatched facilities 

at Home of happiness, people are sometimes 

reluctant to respond. As part of driving 

training, the students has to practice for 10 

days initially and 5 days later, before going to 

the driving trails. Though all the students are 

learning with interest, they are feared while 

taking the driving tests. When we call them for 

driving trails, a few are not showing interest, 

this is a bothering fact for abhaya team.

Founder spoke to all the students on how to 

overcome this problem. Manneguda RTA 

Gowri Shankar, Sri Surendar Reddy, Sri 

Srinivas are part of that event. They shared an 

incident which happened recently, where a 

pilot saved more than 160 lives in a technical 

failure. If he could help from such a height, 

where nobody can come and help him, we 

should definitely do something for society. 

They motivated students to learn hard and be 

honest. They also assured their best help in 

abhaya activities.



abhaya - NAC Training Center
Second batch of Electrical house wiring completed their course and 

went to Head Quarters for placement selections on 22nd August. They 

all learned the course with discipline and learned various things about 

life apart from electrical house wiring. abhaya appreciate the efforts of 

faculty Venkatesh and Naresh for their efforts in empowering the 

young minds. Till date 53 students completed their course. Founder 

wish to have more and more such courses and students to complete 

these courses successfully. All the inmates felt heavy to send off the 

second batch, as they are here for two months and adjusted well with 

all. Now we will welcome the new faces in third batch.



abhaya Women Empowerment Team's 

Tailoring Unit
Women members who finished their Tailoring classes at abhaya CCL 

Women Empowerment Center at Dadupally decided to team up with 

their own small resources to set up self-help Tailoring unit... 

Panchayath came forward to provide space in the village

New batch of tailoring started on 10th of August at Dadupally village. 

Smt Manga, Dadupally sarpanch Smt Anita Venkat were present at 

the event along with founder. Smt Anita lightened the lamp, cut the 

ribbon of suing machine and spoke to the gathering. She said that 

abhaya foundation came forward with lot of energy to train the 

unemployed women in tailoring, by appointing a trainer on salary. Foundation is not just providing training, it also looking 

forward to give suitable job for the ones who exceeds the expectations. So she asked all the women to focus on the training and 

work hard. Founder, addressing the gathering, shared that abhaya is planning to establish Jute Bag industry in Dadupally village 

with women, who completed their training with the help of village sarpanch.

There are 31 members in the 6th batch and everyone spoke about their difficulties. Founder listened to all those women, consoled 

them and assured the best possible support from abhaya. We need to appreciate the tailoring trainer Smt Malliswari, who is 

traveling Chededu, Dadupally and Ibrahimpatnam daily to take classes and empowering women to stand on their own feet.



P r a n a v ( 2 )  

ce l eb ra ted  

his birthday 

at  abhaya 

H o m e

surrounded 

by all the 

inmates. His parents Santhosh & 

Shalini felt amazed to see the home 

and provided Rs.5,000/- towards 

abhaya Nithyaanna Seva Scheme 

on the ocassion.

Taiwan Visitors
Sri G Rajender Reddy others visited 

abhaya home on 8th August along with 

visitors from Taiwan. They all learned 

about Home of Happiness and all other 

activities of foundation. Inspired by the 

activities, those visitors donated 

Rs.10,000/- to foundation. They 

listened to my story and appreciated my 

efforts to stand by Foundation activities 

after facing critical issues in life. I felt 

happy to hear their appreciations. I just 

recollected, how I came to abhaya home 

and how the founder took good care me 

with just one phone call. Abhaya has 

provided everything for me without 

even asking. They sent me for surgeries 

and provided a new life. That is why I 

feel, Thanks is a small word for this 

wonderful support.

15th August, we celebrated Indian 

Independence day at abhaya Home by 

hoisting national tricolour flag in the 

presence of all the inmates. It's matter of 

grate feeling for me to hoist the flag. We 

distributed sweets to all the inmates at 

home on this ocassion

The heavy rains lashed the city during August caused severe 

damage to the approach road to abhaya Home at multiple 

places. Further, the culvert road connecting the home 

completely washed away due to heavy overflow of water from 

check dam. We got disconnected from out side world for a day. 

Gopal Goshala people volunteered to redo all the damaged 

road. abhaya also provided Rs.12000/- for procuring pipes for 

using under the road to pave the way for water flowing from 

checkdam. Now the road is again connected.



Sravan Kumar from Vanasthalipuram visited the campus and told that he felt love and 

affection from every tree, brick and stone and air at abhaya Home. 

K Ravikanth, came to celebrate his birthday at Home and he appreciated all the efforts 

made by abhaya team to build such infrastructure and applauded founder as a Role 

model for many NGOs.

On 12th August, Sri Ranga nayakulu, Sri Nagarjuna and Sri 

Mallikarjuna Guptha visited Home of Happiness. They said the 

home is like one of the wonder on the earth and it is like an 

Aswamedha yagna for abhaya foundation. They spoke to me and 

said that if I haven’t met with accident, I might have missed this 

wonderful Life. This is purely God’s will to send me here as a 

servant. We thank many donors who are joining for abhaya 

Nithyaana Seva Scheme. We pray for late V Satya Narayana on 

whose name, their children provided Rs. 10116/- for abhaya NSS.

We found a reason to show our love 

and care to all the male inmates on 

Rakhi Poornima at Home. We tied 

Raakhis to the males inmates with 

prayers

One more fruitful day in life. Returned to home with lots of memories. Had a 

great opportunity to visit a place where each stone, each brick, each tree, each 

dust particle is inspirational to serve this motherland in many ways i.e “abhaya 

HOME OF HAPPINESS”. abhaya is serving the nation in many capacities with 

‘HEART’ (H-Health, E-Education, A-Awareness, R-Rural development, T-

Transformation) Each story in abhaya is very motivational & each one in abhaya 

is Truly blessed by the Almighty. Hats off to all ABHAYANS. The founder Sri CS 

Balachandra garu is melting in serving this great nation. May god give all 

strengths to abhaya to reach each and every needy in the nation. JAI HIND - 

Shravan Kumar, Assistant Professor, Vardhaman College of 

Engineering, Hyderabad

We pray for the well being of Sri Meda Narasimhulu, 

Chairman who is recovering from heart surgery. We 

can not forget the his kind hearted support and 

guidance to abhaya home since inception.

Abhaya thank all its partners in the implementation 

CCL Products Ltd. And Hyundai for their generous 

donations. Also abhaya thank its annadata Smt. & Sri G 

Srinivas for regular rice bags. We also Sri Venkatesh, 

Srinivasa Medicals for providing monthly medicines to all the inmates. We express our gratitude to each and 

every one, who is infusing life in the destitute and also in to the activities of abhaya Home.



Rs.1, 116/- for Annadanam on 1 day in a year

Rs.10, 116 /- for Annadanam on 1 day, every year for the life time

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya FOUNDATION
Yes Bank, Hyderabad 
A/c No: 047794600000041
IFSC: YESB0000477
ECS facility available  

abhaya Nithyaanna Seva Scheme
abhaya Home of Happiness

Notes:

1. The names of donors shall be displayed in Gratitude Board at abhaya Home Dining Hall

2. A certificate of appreciation in this regard will be provided to the Donor along with Receipt.

3. The  donations collected under this scheme will be kept in the form of FDR

4. The interest generated on such deposit will be used for providing food.

5. Project Coordinator: K Ranga Rao (Mobile No: 9701360880)

Day by day, the activities of  abhaya Home of Happiness increasing. As abhaya is offering all the services 

free of cost benefiting Destitute, Patients, Unemployed Youth all through the year, the need is felt to 

launch abhaya Nithyanna Seva Scheme at abhaya Home, S.No: 58, Vinobanagar Development Society, 

Ibrahimaptanm, RR Dist, TS. Accordingly abhaya team decided to launch a Scheme with simple 

guidelines. The food is provided on 1 day in a year or 1 day in a year for life time, coinciding Birthdays, 

Wedding days, Death Anniversaries, Festivals etc.,  at the choice of the Donor.

(abhaya NSS)



Happiness

We have 
been 

created 
for 

greater 
things, 
to love 
and to 

be loved

”

“

St. Mother Teresa



Mission Unnamed

Funds Update

Unnamed Baby of Sathar Shaik and Meerabi need to undergo Bone Marrow Transplantation at Vellore and 

they got 10Lakhs from Government of Andhra Pradesh. But the Hospital authorities refused to take the 

letter, as they have lot of pending claims. Sathar, with help of local MLA worked to get a cheque for the 

commitment from the Government. They finally got the cheque on last week of August and heading to 

Vellore for the treatment. 

: abhaya could pool about Rs.50,000/- for this mission and Rs.25,000/- for Mission Nehita, 

who left to heavenly adobe last month. So abhaya transferred Rs.75,000/- to Vellore CMC hospital for 

mission Unnamed..  - abhaya Team
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“ EART”H
Healthcare Update

Mission Dimple
I am writing this mail for your kind help to save my daughter's life. I am B. 

VISWANATHAM, from Srikakulam District of Andhra Pradesh. My wife's name is B. 

PUSHPA LATHA, she is a house wife. We have been blessed with a baby girl on 

28.12.2015; named B. DIMPLE.

She has fallen sick at the age of 2 months and hospitalized fee times repeatedly. 

She has been diagnosed with SCID (Seere combined immunodeficiency) which is 

a life threatening disease and as advised by the doctors in Hyderabad we have 

taken her to CMC hospital Vellore, in the month of April. There doctors have done 

all the investigations and confirmed that she is suffering with SCID and she needs 

to undergo bone marrow transplantation.

Doctors estimated that it will cost more than 25 lacs, and i am just a lower middle 

class person living on my earnings only. At present I do not have job also as I had 

to be there with my daughter at hospital all the time. We have applied for CM relief 

fund and got simpler of 4 lacs, and 3 lacs to PM relief fund as well. Apart from that 

we have mobilised up to 10 lacs. But still we are lack of funds to get the treatment 

done.

I am requesting you Sir, kindly help me to save my daughter's life. I'm begging you Sir please help me.She needs to get the 

surgery as soon as possible. I am also attaching the estimation of treatment from CMC hospital. - B. Viswanatham



Mission Teena
My daughter Teena Choudhury is 

under treatment for Leukaemia(Blood 

cancer). The Treatment was 

undergoing from past 14 Months,with 

regular check-ups. For every two 

months,we travel all the way from 

Gujarat to Hyderabad,for her 

treatment at Basavatarakam cancer 

Hospital, and we are verymuch 

thankful to founder and abhaya for 

providing all the necessary facilities for her treatment including the 

transporting and accommodation. With persistent effort of Doctors and 

continuous support from abhaya, the treatment is showing good result 

on the health of my daughter, and she is now very active in all the 

activities and also in studies. She is studying in Second standard. We 

thank you for your kind support – D Laxman Chowdhary, 

Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Mission Vijaya
Last month my 

m o t h e r  ( M r s .  

Vijaya) consulted 

Dr.SanjayKalwakunt

la, Spine surgeon in 

Yashoda Hospital for 

h e r  b a c k b o n e  

problem. Doctor 

p r e s c r i b e d  

medicines for 1 month. With help of abhaya 

foundation, my mother took the medicine, but 

there is no improvement in her health. As a review, 

she consulted doctor, now they are saying better to 

do the surgery and decision should be as soon as 

possible. For time being, prescribed medicines. I 

request abhaya to please arrange the medicine for 

my mother.

Mission Anjanna
Anjanna is being treated at Rajyalakshmi Hospital. Its almost 4 months now he is under obsrrvation of Doctors. Since then a 

lakh of Rupees being spent by abhaya for his medical expenses in cash and kind. Presently his body is ready to get operated. 

Dr Sulapani said, it may cost about Rs.2lakhs. abhaya trying to pool required resources for his surgery - abhaya Team



Tripuraneni Narotham Sen, Managing Director of a 

start up company at Hyderabad approached abhaya 

Foundation about 4 months back in regard to a 

discussion about their company's affordable health 

care initiative in the country.

They have developed various diagnostic tools 

leveraging technology primarily to benefit rural 

communities across the country at their village door 

steps

The tools per say, looks to be highly value adding to Indian Health space. 

The Founder along with CA BV Prasad, Treasurer and I Lakshmi 

Narasimha Rao, visited them again during last month to take their 

initiative forward as desired by them.

At the first instance, the initiative being health related, a meeting was 

organized with Dr Anilkumar Mulpur, Director, Sunshine Hospital, 

Secunderabad who is the member of abhaya National Advisory Council. He after careful consideration said that, the tools very 

useful and wish to validate their working further in consultation with other doctors and medical professionals in city.

 If every thing is going well, our plan is to take the kit on pilot basis and see the out come. If the result is positive, then abhaya is 

eager to partner with them to take their initiatives to corporates seeking their CSR Funds to provide such kits in each of the village 

PHCs - abhaya Team

Diagnostic tools @ Indian villages on affordable prices 



Bharath (B.Tech)
I amBharath, studying B. Tech 2nd Year at CVR College of 

Engineering, Ibrahimpatnam. My Father Bala Narayana 

and My Mother Rajeshwari living at Ramanthapur, 

Hyderabad. Father works in a warehouse as a loader, and 

Mother works in a small private firm in packaging job. My 

younger sister is studying in1st year of intermediate.

I'm writing to you seeking your support to continue my 

education. The total fee to be paid is Rs. 61,200/-, JNTU 

fee id Rs. 5,500/-, I get Rs. 35,000/- as aid from Govt., 

So I am in short of Rs. 31,700/- in total. My parents are 

not in a situation to fund my education any more. I kindly 

request you to support me in whatever way possible. 

Update: Bharath was referred by CS Sharath and after receiving this application, abhaya met Sharath and Bharath to 

know the correctness and further details. Bharath is a meritorious student who secured 90+ percentages in SSC and 

Inter. He got 9.8/10 CGPA in first semester and 10/10 in second semester. After all these findings, abhaya connected 

him to Ms. Mrudula, abhayan and working in CVR College of Engineering. She approached the college chairman and 

requested for possible discount for Bharath. 

The CVR Management too enquired all the issues and send a team to meet 

the family personally to find the correctness. They too found that they are 

poor and have a few hand loans with high interest rates. Though they could 

not give any discount, Chairman took personal care and supported Bharath 

for his Tuition fee with support of his daughter Dr. Lakshmi Deep, working in 

USA. abhaya has paid Rs.25,000/- for this year and committed to support 

Bharath for his Bus Fee, Rs.20,000/- annum for next two years. This is 

example for a great team work and proves that if intentions are pure, the God 

will work on our way. - K Siva Krishna, Secretary, abhaya Foundation
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“H ART”E
Educare Update

If intentions are pure... 

Gods will start working! 



Manikanta (B. Tech)
I am studying well.I am attending 

my college regularly. Semester-1 

is going to be conducted in the 

month of November.They had 

given the list of books for every 

subject to be purchased.As the 

second and third counselling 

students are joining the classes 

are extended up to 4:20 pm.

Nagaraju (B.Tech)
This is Nagaraju from Vasavi 

C o l l e g e  o f  E n g i n e e r i n g ,  

Hyderabad.This month has gone 

well,I am preparing for placements 

and am very happy to inform that I 

have certified in PEGA CSA 

examination conducted in the 

month of July. I hope this certificate 

will help me in placing in a 

MNC.Coming to my family, mother and sister are 

doing well. Sister started her 2nd years of 

intermediate.Thank you Abhaya for constant 

support!!!

Afreen (Air Hostess)
With the support of abhaya I am on 

the verge of completion of my 

course. The completion of the 

course has been delayed due to the 

program of Udaan and also due to 

the shifting of the Institute. 

Currently I am coached in 

Pe r s ona l i t y  Deve l opmen t ,  

Swimming and Interview Skills. 

The Management have promised to finish the session 

by a September. I am hoping for the best results and I 

am eagerly waiting to attend the interviews for 

Domestic Flights.

Abdulla (B.Tech) 

HYUNDAI Sponsored
  I am M.S.Abdulla. I am pursuing B.Tech IV year in the 

department of civil engineering in VNR VJIET college in 

Hyderabad. First of all, I am very much thankful to 

Abhaya for kind hearted support. With all your support 

and motivation, I am doing well in my education.  In This 

semester I have three labs and five subjects. I don't 

know how to thank Abhaya for supporting me. From 

bottom of my heart, I thank abhaya and Hyundai, for 

paying my college fee. I will definitely refund this money, when I got a job. 

I am trying to do my level best in education and placements. While 

coming to my family they are feeling happy. But only thing is my dad's 

health was not well because of paralysis disease and now he cannot speak 

well, couldn't able to eat with his hand and can't lift his legs while walking.

GVS Kanth (Groups/M Tech)
I am preparing well for the Group 2 examinations, 

but the group 2 examinations are postponed and 

dated are not announced yet. The Govt. may 

issue the dates in the next month and also there 

are many other posts which will be added. My M. 

Tech Project will be Group2 will be held in this 

month and I will be working on it. I will have to 

attend the college regularly and prepare well for 

the upcoming examinations.

Sireesha (Agri B.Sc)
We have attended a training program as a part of 

internship session. We visited the nearby villages and 

interacted with the farmers and discussed about their 

problems. We will be posted to certain departments after 

practical examinations. At present seventh semester 

classes are running. I am interested to pursue M.Sc., and 

I am preparing for the entrance test. I spoke to Monisha 

madam, regarding my college fees, she said that she 

cannot be of any support in this month as she herself is stuck in a crisis. 

She has conveyed her problem to abhaya and to my College's Principal as 

well. I am thankful to abhaya for all the support and guidance.



Sailatha (MBBS)
At present I am studying 7th semester and I am posted in surgery 

department.  In the month of July, I identified a notification about 

SIMSCON (South Indian Medical Students Conference) 

conference for under graduates at Pondicherry. It drew my 

attention as it provides a platform where students can showcase 

their findings in the Research and presentation skills. 

Enthusiastically approached professors to seek guidance from 

SPM department as I have much interest in that corner. As per the 

Professor's guidance I was able to prepare a questionnaire within 

a short period of time and finished my project work. 

Finally, the day has come and all together went to Pondicherry 

representing our college. It was a three days' program. There was 

a huge gathering of students from six states. First day was 

scheduled with workshops. I preferred ECG workshop out of bunch of options. Professors 

from different institutes took the session. On evening they conducted few games like spell 

master, Dhamshalads, Medislametc.. On the Final day, it was the time to present our 

presentations and to face many delegates & judges. I was the third delegate to present and 

felt bit nervous in that large hall in front of many. But delivered it nicely. Immediately 

prepared for e-poster in another hall and presented well. Satisfied the judges with my answers on the rare case study where the 

incidence rate is 1 in 1, 00,000 and made them to feel the best among all UG's. 

I had a profound learning and enjoyable moments at Rock beach, Arabindo Ashramam, vellagini, 

chindabara swami temple, Sri Manakulavinayaka temple, Marina beach at Chennai etc., with this I come 

to know about the outer world, the competition levels and standards, the current generation etc., 

Expenditure was about Rs:5000/- and supported by NGO's.

In this month I participated in Gram Seva at Kalabandalapadu. There was a huge gathering of kids. I took 

personal hygiene education on behalf of Balavikas wing 

and I noticed many adolescent girls,so held a separate 

session and taught personal hygiene during biological 

cycles.All children were happy with my session. 

The other day, I happened to meet cine fight masters Ram 

& Lakshman at Anantapuram. They felt happy when I 

made them to  recollect about their visit to abhaya Home 

and when I have shown your photo, they recognised you 

and said Guruvu garu known to them...felt happy



In the first week, I fell ill, 

but I am fine now. 

Classes and labs are 

running well. I am able to 

understand all classes. 

May be from next month 

Second week our mid 

exams will be scheduled. 

Last  week,  I  have 

experienced current 

shock in the laboratory. I 

had hand pain for two 

weeks. Our juniors joined 

on 11th of this month. In 

our college three of our 

seniors have dismissed for ragging the juniors. My 

parents are fine. Recently my grand father 

expired and now my grand mother is staying with 

my parents only. For the last two days my father 

health is not good, but it is better now. My sister is 

also busy with her studies. On 23-7-2016 of this 

month NIT juniors joined the college. On that day 

Blood donation camp was held in our college. So 

many students participated in the event and 

donated blood. On my friend's birthday, we 

distributed sarees to the people working in our 

hostel mess. I felt very happy by doing this. In our 

college Sanskruthi classes are going on from the 

last one week. These classes are about 

personality development. I am reading story 

books and general books to improve my 

language. I gave a performance about a task in 

English Communication Skills class. I and my 

friends gifted a book to our friend on her birthday. 

I will try to make a call immediately after sending 

message but some times it is not possible because 

here will not work all the times properly. I am 

doing well and working hard.

I am Sandeep from Palamaner, Chittor District. I have 

joined at Yeshas Academy for IPCC of CA course and 

Joined in TMLC Hostel with support of abhaya 

Foundation. On 4thAugust, I came to Bangalore along 

with my dad. We visited TMLC hostel and placed our 

luggage and gone through the hostel premises. They 

allotted me a room and I felt very happy. Next we went 

to Yeshas Academy along with receipt to collect my 

identity card.I enquired them about timings of my 

classes. My father left me in hostel and he returned to 

Palamaner. The students in this hostel gave me the rules 

and duties book. I read everything and started 

following. That night I met the present secretary of this 

hostel and I had submitted required documents as he asked. From next day, I 

am following the rules and regulations and attending my classes at Yeshas. 

Abhaya made arrangements to register for IPCC. I got the DD from 

foundation and am very thankful to this foundation and all the members 

whoever are part of this.Because of this only Iam very happy today. I have 

paid the Deposit at Hostel and spending about Rs.25/- per bus. My father can 

support for these expenses. But the mess bill should be paid before 12th of 

every month and the estimation is about Rs.2000-2500/-. I will share this 

accounts monthly through mail along with report. This is the brief summary 

as well as report for this month. Once again thanks a lot to abhaya

Vyshnavi (B. Tech) Sandeep (CA-IPCC)
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“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

abhaya Team met Sri VV Lakshmi 

Narayana IPS
abhaya Team had a wonderful opportunity to meet 

Sri VV Lakshmi Narayana IPS at Hyderabad. We 

briefed him about abhaya and its Mission. He was 

very happy about   ongoing projects. He expressed 

his desire to see our projects soon. We thank 

abhayanIkkurthi Lakshmi Narasimha Rao for 

taking time from him for the team abhaya. He 

positively considered our request for being the 

member of abhaya National Advisory Council

Chai Bisket, an internet based publication, listed abhaya 

Foundation in among TOP 10 NGOs of Hyderabad. It's a proud 

moment for all the abhayans associated with foundation. We thank 

Gouse Pascha from Chai Bisket for his article. You can read the 

complete article at http://chaibisket.com/best-hyderabad-ngos/

Hyderabad Cosmo Lions Club sponsored a day with children 

at child haven, kismatpura.The home takes care of the 

inmates' food, education, health care, shelter and clothing 

and provides emotional and moral support.there are over 

200 children, most of them orphans.

abhaya is among 10 Hyderabad NGOs, 

that offer exemplary services to the needy

Founder visited Child Haven, Hyd



abhayanRaji @ Mt. Kilimanjaro:
Dear abhayans! With pride in our hearts we share the 

good news of abhayanRaji hoisted the Tri Colour and 

abhaya Flags today on the top of Mt Kilimanjaro, 

Africa... which is one of the highest peaks of 7 

summits in the world... She accompanied Govt., 

School Girl Students from Telangana State as a guide   

We have no words to appreciate this young lady for 

accomplishing the rarest feat for 2nd time. We pray 

she along with her brother Bharath Thammineni can 

soon expedite other 6 summits in the world. We are 

looking for support from corporates - abhaya Team

abhaya @ Africa
abhaya serving at 

A f r i ca .abhayanRaj i  

while proceeding to Mt 

Kilimanjaro spend time 

w i t h  v i l l a ge  k i d s  

distributed small gifts 

and umbrellas. There 

was so much happiness 

all around. There is a lot 

to be done across the 

globe as so many in 

need of help. Think, talk 

and act as to what and 

how each one can do 

our bit



No reason for love... No season to serve
For the Founder, everything is a reason for service...nothing like personal, 

family, official, professional, spiritual, private, public...he finds an 

opportunity to serve the country men in 100 ways

Founder visited Govt High School, Govt Jr College and Sri Vani High 

School at Tadpatri...interacted...inspired thousands of students and 

ignited their hearts for good citizenry

(Sri Sathya Sai SevaSamithi, Tadpatri... the place where my life was 

transformed and became my pilgrim center till my last breath. Baba and 

his devotees gave me an opportunity to share my hearty thoughts on Sai 

Mission while they have started 100 daily Bhajans in 100 houses starting 

from 3rd Aug. I just offered myself at thy feet of Baba at Sai Mandir for the 

opportunity of serving his creation. Though the reason behind my going 

to Tadpatri is to stand by My Sister while she is moving to new home at 

Ishwarya Villas...I could not resist myself from visiting 6 schools & 

Colleges interacting with 3000 students...as I thought my service will 

bring more good to my sister...prayers for the wellbeing of all around - CS 

Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya Foundation)



Thanks to Sri Sathya Sai Seva Org for the opportunity of service at the district  for 2 days. 

I had an opportunity to interact, inspire, ignite about 4000 youngsters at Bellampally, 

Mandamarri & Manchiryal. Where ever I had been, the vibration of the students 

irrespective of their age and education is same. I made it a point that at all the places, 

spent couple of hours which left lasting impression on the young minds and hearts. - CS 

Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya Foundation

Sri Sathya Sai Org, Adilabad Dist. organized awareness events for students

BellampallyBellampally

MandamarriMandamarri

ManchiryalManchiryal



Founder's Live Interview with Bharat Today Channel
On the eve Sri Krishna Janmashtami, Founder was 

invited for Live discussion over Lord Krishna the 

Management Guru by Bharat Today Channel. 

Founder  shared the session with Vyakaranam 

Nageswar Rao and Pavani Sharma. It was an 

enlightening session over Lord Krishna and his 

Management skills.

Founder has keenly narrated how Krishna's Geeta 

can play a vital in every human being's Life. He urged 

everyone not alone to read Geeta but to practice the principles prophesied. Many 

Management Gurus in the American and European Countries follow Bhagawat 

Geeta as a great Management Guide. They have excelled in their lives and 

careers by implementing the Principles of Geeta. It is high time that we Indians also imbibe Geeta into our Lifestyle instead of 

just reading it like a Holy Scripture. 

Just watched the video about KRISHNA –THE MASTER MIND. Definition of KRISHNA as Krisheevala, Aakarsha and Complete 

definition of KRISHNA as EACH LETTER WISE are excellent. The addition of 2 words SPIRIT and RITUAL = SPIRITUAL, 

Explanations for BHARATHA YUDHAM, His planning as MENTOR and CEO for present Corporates, excellent explanation for 

ENTIRE GEETHA in First & Last Verse WORDS – Dharmam Mama, saying do your duty sincerely to make nation perfect are the 

real highlights of the show. Thanks to Bharath Today Channel and Gampaji for Connecting – G Madhu Mohan, Tax 

Consultant, Hyderabad

Thanks a lot for spreading your motivational and inspirational words about 

Krishna on the occasion of Sri Krishna Janmastami in Bharat TV, I really felt 

amazed when your explained the letters of KRISHNA, excellent uncle, you are 

the Acharya - S Leelavathi, M.Sc., Emmennaar Pharma, Hyderabad

I am fascinated by the way he spoke in the live show. I am interested to discuss 

a personal initiative based on Sri Krishna Principles with founder - Prof. Prasad 

P.V.L.N,B.Com., F.C.A., C.A.I.I.B., M.B.A., C.S.-Inter. Hyderabad

I happened to watch the link of your live show in Bharat Today TV, felt very 

happy to note your opt thoughts on title. Keep spreading good - CS A S 

Ramkumar, Corporate Consultant, Hyderabad   

                      

Very inspiring video Annaya. Thanks for sharing Dharmam Mama – B Sushma, 

London



Dr.Rajeswar Rao, SathyaHarishchandra Foundation 

sought the support of abhayans across the globe:

Agony of Missing Person's (Deceased) Family:

Satya Harishchandra Foundation was founded in 2004 to render services to the society 

by helping the related families in tracing out all the missing persons either dead or alive. 

We collect the photographs of unknown dead bodies and unknown patients who are 

admitted in the Govt. Hospitals through our volunteers and same is posted in our 

website: www.unknownbodies.org , if these unknown dead bodies turns in to unclaimed 

dead bodies then we perform the final rituals by providing dignified departure from these 

materialistic world. (We are authorised to do cremation of unclaimed dead bodies). The 

information of unknown dead bodies preserved even after the late hours of cremation, 

where the related families can get the death certificate to claim the statutory benefits.

They have cremated above 12000 dead bodies and traced at about 4500 dead bodies and passed the information of unknown 

patients to their related families in hundreds.

To trace such unfortunate people we adopted one more measure i.e., in 2012 we started News Paper named NINGI NELA NEWS 

(Truth at any cost) WEEKLY. As this paper is part and parcel of Satya Harishchandra Foundation, we allot 2 papers to publish these 

unknown dead bodies and unknown patients and missing person and this paper is posted to all police stations and related Govt. 

Departments in Telangana State at free of cost.  This paper is bridging the gap between the Police department and missing person 

families to trace their related person.

 - If a person is missing and untraced, the entire family members 

suffer psychological trauma and lives in dilemma whether the person is still alive or not. If a missing person dies and his / her 

identity remains undisclosed, the family members of that missing person can't perform the rituals which are normally done in 

event of death of a family member.

In issues related to the insurance/ inheritance/ pension claim, the nominee/ concerned person has to legally prove that the 

missing person has died, but as they don't have any clue about the whereabouts of that missing person, such issues remain 

unsolved unless they provide sufficient evidence so that court presume that the person has died.



Every service we come across in Life is extra ordinary. We feel blessed to have 

known our Soul Dear Dr. Rajeswar Rao the Modern Harischandra who is 

putting in relentless efforts in serving the Country. He is the man who 

performed the Final right for about 12000 dead bodies in the states of AP and 

Telangana. Whoever approaches us, we feel doing something for them to 

strengthen their belief. We are honoured have met this person, who is no less 

than a God. Kudos to Dr. Rajeswar Rao.

The present Project:

What impact/difference will the projects make to the lives of the destitute:

Services to Orphans is a part and parcel of Satya Harishchandra Foundation which provides shelter for unknown patients, not 

only patients but also the people who are neglected by their kith and kin and physically handicapped person. Where their life is 

extended with all love and affections by providing all facilities like Medical Care, Good Accommodation etc.

At present we are providing shelter for 13 members in our “Destitute Welfare Centre” by hiring the house for rent, for Rs.5000/- 

per month. Due to increase in ratio of unknown patients our Executive body has been passed the resolution to extend our 

services by providing shelter for 100 orphans.  Our Plan is to ensure shelter to 100 poor helpless, destitute and Old Aged persons 

in Hyderabad city and its surrounding to safe accommodation, tender love, proper care, nourishment, health service and other 

basic needs through establishment and operation of a sustainable “APNA GHAR”.

The ultimate impact of the project will be that the poor helpless and destitute an neglected old  aged person from the remote 

areas of Hyderabad will enjoy a sound and fulfilling old aged life toward achieving a promising life through their physical, mental, 

emotional, social and spiritual development and well being. 

To fulfil this project, the Executive team of Organisation made resolution to purchase the land of 400 Sq. yards i.e., Plot no. 22 

and 23, Survey no. 76, at Balapur Village, Saroornagar Revenue Mandal, Ranga Reddy District of Telangana State and entered in 

to an agreement (Copy enclosed) by providing Rs. 5,00,000/- as token amount. There is a need of further Rs.13,00,000/- for 

acquisiton of land and the estimated cost of civil works is about Rs.1 Crore. 

Let us join our hearts together and feel responsible to help those unfortunate people who are unable to meet their basic necessities. 

So, let us take initiative to fulfil this project by contributing towards this NOBLE CAUSE regardless of size in cash or kind.



abhaya with Axis Bank:
We rate our decade long relationship with Axis Bank is 8 in the scale 

of 1-10 and its 10 out of 5 banks we deal with. Axis Bank convened a 

meeting of NGOs where apart from them, Sr. Branch officials and 

scores of young officers who are on training took part. We 

understand, Axis Bank is having lots of products which are very much 

helpful to NGOs in the country. Payment Gate Way, Easy Pay, ECS, 

PayPro, TATA AIG, Relationship Manager, Customer Care etc., made 

very easy to NGOs. We really appreciate their initiative to meet NGOs 

of their bank. Thanking them for their good action. Interested NGOs 

may please contact Sri T Ramarao, VP- Retail Banking, Axis Main 

Branch, Hyderabad.

CS G Raghu Babu delivered talk on 

Entrepreneurship to Commerce 

Students
I was speaking on entrepreneurship to commerce 

students @ Dr BRR Degree & PG College, Jedcherla at 

the seminar on employment and Entrepreneurship 

opportunities for commerce students. Thanks to Prof. 

Achalapathi Garu, Senior Prof OU for conducting 

these kind of programs. This degree college has 1800 

students, very dedicated faculty trying to give 

desired exposure to students. Digital divide was 

clearly visible with the students in the auditorium, 

only 10% of students have smart phones. This place 

is just 100 kms from Cyberabad. - CS G Raghu 

Babu, Trustee, abhaya Foundation   

abhaya Trustee Shujath Received an Award
By the grace of God and support of well-wishers Awarded as one 

of "India's Finest In-House Counsels" recognition by Indian 

Corporate Counsel Association along with few other learned 

friends and professionals at an event at Tajmahal Hotel, New 

Delhi. It is a great motivation and I look forward to learn, share 

and contribute more and improve in professional and personal 

life. - CS Shujath Bin Ali, Senior Director- Legal & Risk 

Management, PAREXEL International, Hyderabad  



Founder, Member of Expert Group Council ICSI
Founder was at ICSI Head Quarters at New Delhi for the meeting of Expert 

Group for discussing modalities to select Companies for ICSI National 

CSR Award 2016. He had an opportunity to meet and congratulate the 

newly joined CS Dinesh, the Secretary of ICSI and also had good time 

with esteemed members of expert group under the Chairmanship of CS 

Radhakrishnanan. The Group formulated the guidelines for the proposed 

ICSI CSR National Award 2016. - abhaya Team

I Was blessed with an opportunity 

to address 300 young minds on " 

C o m m e r c e  E d u c a t i o n  &  

Employment opportunities and 

Professional Courses" at Anwar Ul 

Uloom College, Hyderabad. It is 

always a great feeling to interact 

with young students. - 

CS Shujath Bin Ali, Senior 

D i rec to r -  Lega l  &  R i sk  

M a n a g e m e n t ,  P A R E X E L  

International, Hyderabad  

The Trustee CS Shujath Bin Ali 

spoke on employment opportunities 



Founder @ KGRCET, On 

Independence Day
Sir we are lucky to have u in our college as 

a chief guest on Independence day. We 

learnt so many things from you like about 

our family,education,our responsibilities 

and how we should be truthful to our 

profession and Nation.Thank you so much 

for your valuable words Especially I feel 

that the words you spoke are precious to 

me. - Ch. BHARGHAVI-IV ECE

I have learned about the responsibility of a human which are Kind to yourself, Kind to family, 

Kind to profession & finally Kind to mother land. I had learned many things from the great 

freedom fighters. "Don't wait for the change be the change" - NIKITH RAO- II ECE

Thanks to sir for such a great effort towards the students.  The most appreciable thing is, while 

the speech there was a slight rain &  even in the hot weather, sir didn't give up as students were 

listening keenly. The best definition by sir to our collage was K-kindness, G-generousness, R-

righteousness. These 3 are must and should not only for the students but also to every citizen 

of India. With the histories of our national leader and the things that made them leader were 

very motivational. And also the experience of sir himself made to thing about the future.  

Lastly, Sir was not looking as a guest but was like one of the member of collage as he was very 

simple. Very expressive.  Made us feel free too and also shared pics with us - RAJ KIRAN - IV 

B.Tech

Amazing! The energy, vibration, 

melody in your voice, the spontaneity 

and zeal to inspire everyone is really 

amazing! Your speech is inspiring to 

each and everyone - faculty, 

students, all the staff and sub - staff. - 

D r .  L a k s h m i ,  H O D ,  K G R  

Engineering      College



Founder met Bharath Bhashaa 

Bhushana, Author of 20 Books:
Met  Bha ra th  Bhashaa  

Bhushana  &  Sah i t hya  

Maarthanda Sri Nanduri 

Suryanarayana Murthy (91) 

Retired GM BHEL (R&A), 

Balanagar. He authored about 

20 books, seen many things 

in life, leading a life waiting for 

a  d iv ine  ca l l .  abhaya 

wondering how much may be 

his experiences in life!!! If he is able to be actively 

engaged in writing, why can't we be engaged in some 

useful work for the community? He is living alone with the 

support of a care taker and his only daughter is at USA.

Founder was at Rk’s Mother Teresa 

Wellness Center, Hyderabad

 inaugurated by Dr. C Laxma Reddy, 

Health Minister, Govt. Telangana

Retd GM – Hyderabad Metro 

Water Board, Shobharani 

visited abhaya Foundation

Dear abhaya while thanking you for your kind financial 

support for my travel to Indonesia,  I wish to share 

that, I was successful first day won 21-5 , 21-6 up to 

the next round in start, Singles to continue & 2nd day, I 

qualified in free quarter final. Where as  I left this 

tournament at quarter final level. I reached at the 

home with safe journey. Thanks all my supporters and 

family, friends who supporting me every time and given 

best wishes .i reached quarter final  no medal but got 

lots great experience . but don’t worry I am ready to 

meet next challenges. We are proud of team India  

because  Indian Team got one gold medal and three 

bronze medals  at 3rd Indonesia Para-Badminton 

International 2016. - Ramanjineyulu, Hyderabad



Founder addressed newly recruited Staff Nurses @ Gandhi Hospital, Sec’bad.

The event organized by You See / Ekam / Seva Bharathi Foundations

It's important to have long 

Friend list on Facebook and 

WhatsApp. But it's very 

important to have at least 

one friend Who can read our 

Face as a Book and ask 

What'sup? Let's have such 

friends around...Happy 

Friendship Day.

Sailatha

Sailatha

Sailatha

Sailatha

Sailatha

Sailatha

: Dear uncle!! Can I ask u one thing... are you busy? Uncle

: Yes...whats the matter?             

: Now am in really... walk for freedom... if i get a chance I want to 

talk...Here patriotism is confined to photos...

: There is lots of freedom already available...

: So what should I talk...if I get a chance for 2 min...

: Whats missing in our life is Walk the Talk

: what else... uncle

: Chepthaaru koti...cheyyaru okkati...chepputa sulabhambu...Cheyuta kashtambu

: MLA Prabhakar Chowdary also there

: Swathanthram means...Swa Thanthram... knowing and controlling ones own self. If 

there is an order in life...order in family...order in society...order in the country. Every one want 

a change in the country...where as everyone need to change oneself to change the whole 

nation. I being a good citizen of this country proud to engage my self in community work 

through SSSSO and abhaya FOUNDATION... 

many people supported my career...so am also 

trying hard and heart to stand by such values. 

Being the children of Bharata matha...lets sing a 

song for her... Bharatha maatha biddalam

: Wow... uncle.. I will try to make 

opportunity...and

Uncle.... conveyed the message... Standing 

beside Mayor, MLA & many other VIPs at 

the Rally in Anantapuram.

Founder

Founder

Founder

Founder

Founder

Whats app chat with Founder helped Sailatha to speak at rally  



4th Batch of Tailoring and Fashion Designing classes:  We are happy to inform that , with 

Grace of Bhagawan Satya Sai Baba,  The 4th batch for Tailoring and Fashion Designing 

classes are  in progress as per schedule  and all the beneficiaries are  regularly attending 

classes  and doing practical's , now they are learning Baby Dresses and Hand Models .

As you aware we have put up Marketing stall at COWE trade-fair from July 29th to 31st 

Julyand many customers have visited our stall, we have given our contact numbers and 

pamphlets to who ever visited our stall, now few customers have called and started giving 

orders to our Beneficiaries. This development really strengthens the morale and 

confidence of the Team. Thanks to Rashida Madam and founder for all the support and encouragement. - K  Krishnaveni. 

Coordinator, abhaya Women Empowerment Center. 

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HEA T”R
Rural Development Update

abhaya Women Empowerment Center - Update



abhaya Team had holy bath at Krishna  Pushkaralu
Yet another Thirthayathra! This time Kirshna Pushkara Snanam at Rangapur,  Beechupalli. 

Shakthi Pithasthala Jogulamba Darshanam, Sathsanga Samayam with many abhayans. The 

pilgrimage started at 5AM today at Hyderabad with about 40 well-wishers.The journey was 

pleasant all through and it was a spiritual retreat for every one. Wonderful arrangements 

were done by Telangana Govt., Police department and RTC. Many NGOs are volunteering for 

this activity in guiding the people.  Seeing such a huge human gathering at places is like 

seeing GOD in thousands of forms. “Sahasraseershaa Pursushaha...Sahasraaksha 

Sahasrapaath.” Dear Friends! spare some time from our busy schedule to immerse the body 

in PushkaraJala and immerse the soul in Spiritual Vibrations. You will surely be a different 

soul on coming back. The team thoroughly enjoyed the holy trip and also had yet another 

blissful day in life spending time with many friends and well wishers - abhaya Team

abhaya
FOUNDATION
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“HEAR ”T
Transformation Update

Founder @ Godavari antyapushkaralu
Feeling blessed to have holy dip at Godavari in Anyhyapushkaraalu at Manchiryal, Adilabad Dist. 

Thanks to Sri Sathya Sai Seva Org for the opportunity of service at the District for 2 days. Founder 

had an opportunity to interact, inspire, ignite about 4000 youngsters at Bellampally, 

Mandamarri&Manchiryal. Today holy dip is a blessing for the service                         



abhaya Bala Vikasam
Abhaya Balavikasam, weekly classes are in progress. Every Sunday day at Women Empowerment 

Center and about 30 children are regularly attending these classes with joy. Children are being 

taught on Values, Moral Stories with explanation how & why they are useful in real life and how 

follow them, Small value based games and Telugu Culture. Small Inspirational Videos and stories 

are shown to children and discussion there up on with children on the values and morale they 

learned and how useful in their life, children are very participative and learning things very fast. 

Mrs. Sharada and Krishnaveni are very caringly conducting the classes and Prasanthi and Ranga 

Rao aiding them whenever necessary, abhaya expressing thanks and gratitude for their services 

and interest in shaping the children to be good future citizens. 

We need to some suggestion and support in standardisation of the model and curriculum, we 

request Founder and the team to give inputs. We are very grateful to the founder for his guidance 

and motivation in shaping the courses and Training at our center. – K Krishnaveni Rao, Women 

Empowerment Co-ordinator

Raksha Bhandhanam... its true PremaBhandhanam...  There were days, scores of sisterly 

people used to tie raakhi. I remember, I used to have 100 raakhis during my young age. 

Slowlyraakhis used to come by post in reduced number. Now a days raakhis are coming in 

whatsapp, Facebook and messengers. But, very few sisters always find time even today to 

tie them in person.  Here is a lady Lakshmi Reddy who is my care taker at home, 

Hyderabad came tied it to me at 630AM today! Very pleasant and divine experience!  

Feeling blessed to have this caring Sister Gubba Saijyothi W/o G VidyaSagar who took time 

to come to me all the way from Kothapet, Hyderabad to Madhapur and tied Raakhi. Jyothi 

is one of the best SoulDears of my life. She is just at a call distance any time. It's because 

of such people alone I feel the life is beautiful and purposeful. I pray for each one of you on 

this holy day... We are all siblings as we treat Bharat as our mother!!... is it not? - CS 

Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya Foundation

Founder celebrated Rakhi with well-wishers



abhaya wishes  CS R Rama Krishna Gupta 

on his Birthday
Please join hands...heads and hearts 

to wish a very Happy Birthday to our 

beloved Leader CS R Ramakrishna 

Guptha...coming from an ordinary 

background... transfo rmed many 

lives in his circle while progressing in 

pe rsona l  L i f e ,  Fami l y  L i f e ,  

Professional Life and Social Life. His 

association with abhaya is a 

miracle...he is the sourse of abhaya 

resourse. We feel delighted to have 

him as our member of Executive Body 

of abhaya Home of Happiness. We 

pray GOD to be merciful

abhaya
FOUNDATION
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abhaya SoulDears

abhaya wishes Trustee Rangarao on 

his Birthday
A very happy birthday to our Mr. Dependable and our 

newly inducted Board Trustee of abhaya FOUNDATION 

Sri Kothamasu Rangarao while he crossing yet another 

milestone in his life line. God is the reason behind he 

connecting to abhaya. The entire credit of women 

empowerment is to be given to him and his family. He 

says...he wanted to serve full time for the community 

once his daughter is settled in life with suitable 

education...such a powerful thought, never heard by 

me in recent past. Pray for his long and prosperous Life.

Happy Birthday Wishes  to abhayans



Happy Wedding Anniversary Wishes to abhayans  

Best Wishes 

to abhayan

Saideep Pola

on his 

Engagement 

Best Wishes 

to abhayan

Saideep Pola

on his 

Engagement 

abhaya wishes Sharath 

Pola on his anniversary

Abhaya wish and bless the Sharath Pola, 

USA on his wedding anniversary. He is 

the man who stood by abhaya since long 

time. Every month he motivates 10 

friends at US and brings in resource to 

abhaya. He is the blessing for abhaya and 

Shilpa is a blessing for him. Both of them 

connected to good work. God bless them 

- abhaya Team

Dear abhaya! This is a 

very big success for 

me and I wish to 

celebrate it with one 

and all.. On this 

occasion I would like 

to donate Rs.3000/- 

t o w a r d s  a b h a y a  

Educare initiatives... 

Kindly accept this - Dr 

A Snehitha D/o CA AV 

S a t i s h  K u m a r ,  

President, abhaya 

FOUNDATION

She got her 

BDS results  

and  done 

with her 

final year.. 

stood 

second in 

her college 

and the 

subject 

topper for 

two 

subjects



Considering your association with us, we wish to introduce abhaya 

FOUNDATION ( ) to you, seeking 

your kind support: 

What is spent at abhaya Home:

http://www.abhayafoundation.org

Who are we:

How can you support: 

@<http://abhayafoundation.org/about_abhaya.aspx> 

What we have done:

Where are we located: 

For any doubts, http://www.abhayahome.org
clarifications and help in 
making the donation, 

What is the way forward: please feel free to call / 
email any time: 

"Serving hands are 

better than praying lips".

 

 abhaya needs resources to 

the tune of Rs. 3 lakhs PM (Rs.1.00 Lakh: destitute care, Rs 

1.00 Lakh: Empowerment programs, Rs 0.50 Lakh: Salaries 

and the rest is miscellaneous.) The same is expected to go up 

 A Registered Public Trust, engaged in community as we continue to expand our horizon.

work since a decade in the field of "H.E.A.R.T" (Healthcare, 

Education, Awareness, Rural Development and Transformation). Make a donation as small as Rs 500/- 

abhaya credentials can be seen per month and in multiples thereof, in support of monthly 

recurring expenses. You can choose your convenient way from 

the following.

 Started in the year 2006 with a corpus of 

Rs.10,000/- and following are just few activities to list for your 1. Do it yourself through Net Banking - Scheduled debits every 

ready reference: month. (abhaya FOUNDATION- abhaya Home of Happiness, 

* Supported 400+ surgeries * Educated 400+ students * Working Account No: 912010024839320, Bank: AXIS Bank Ltd, 

on 12 Schools/ 6000+ kids * Reformed lives of 40 orphans/ Branch: Hyderabad, MICR Code: 500211002, RTGS/IFSC 

destitute  *Motivated more than 10,00,000 people in the country  Code: UTIB0000008) 

* Distributed 25,000 + blankets to most needy on roads * 2. Confirm by return mail to become abhayaSoulDear & we 

Provided sustained business solution for 25 families * Built and will arrange to get the mandate and ECS form signed.

established abhaya Home of Happiness for destitute care & 3. Pay every month online on the link: 

empowering youth * Empowered 300+ unemployed * Relief http://abhayafoundation.org/How_to_donate.aspx

during calamities in the country  4. Pay onetime - Write a Cheque or give cash, we shall get it 

Conducted CSR Seminars in 4 states collected.

5. Corporates - HR Dept, can get the mandate signed by 

abhaya activities are being carried out their employees and deduct the pledged amount every 

across the country and destitute care and skill development month from their monthly Salary. 

programs happening @abhaya Home of Happiness 

( ), Telangana

 The unprivileged need our constant 

support. The task on hand is indeed challenging, however we are 

confident that, with your continuous support, we will be able help 

each of the needy, knocking on the doors of abhaya. We sincerely 

appeal to you to be part of our efforts, as 

CS. Mohit. G (Mb: 
9885313292) or CS. 
Jinesh Kumar S (Mb: 
991276554)/ Email : 
abhaya@abhayafoundati
on.org 

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya
FOUNDATION

abhaya Mission 500
Join as abhaya monthly Donors 



We are running elder care wellness centre and medical 

home care services for the last 8 years in Hyderabad. We 

wish to have the support of abhaya in creating 

employment. We can train and employ un employed 

youth as bed side assistants or care takers. We will train 

for a month and will arrange Placements as well. During 

training, food and accommodation will be provided.

Post training will be paid 8k - 12k PM, food and shelter 

Eligibility: Age >18, Gender: male/ female, Education: 

10th or Inter pass or fail, Local or non local, Interested can 

call me before end of September 2016. We are glad to 

associate with abhaya group. - Dr. Rama Krishna: 

9394690760/ 9959932323, RK's Mother Teresa 

Medical Services, kharkhana, Sec'bad (Shared by 

CS Someswara Rao, Company Secretary, 

Hyderabad )



abhaya FOUNDATION

33292038898

500002074

SBIN0004155

State Bank of India

Plot No. 1272

Road No. 63A

SPL PBB, Jubilee Hills

Hyderabad

abhaya FOUNDATION

910010042902046

500211002

UTIB0000008

AXIS Bank Ltd

6-3-879/9/B, 1Floor

G. Pulla Reddy Bldg

Green Lands

Begumpet Road

Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya FOUNDATION

047794600000041

500532009

YESB0000477

Yes Bank

1st Floor, Star Venue

H. No. 10-3-304/12

Humayun Nagar

Medhipatnam

Hyderabad - 500028

Beneficiary :

Account No :

MICR Code :

IFS Code :

Bank :

Address :

abhaya FOUNDATION

052210011051007

500011042

ANDB0000522

ANDHRA BANK

522-S.R.Nagar Branch

Main Road

S.R, Nagar

Hyderabad-500038

abhaya Home of 

Happiness

912010024839320

500211002

UTIB0000008

AXIS Bank Ltd

6-3-879/9/B, I Floor

G. Pulla Reddy Bldg

Green Lands

Begumpet Road

Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya
FOUNDATION 
6-3-609/140/1
Anand Nagar 
Kahirathabad
Hyderabad -04

abhaya SB Account at k is designated account for 
All   must be through  

Quote Name, Nationality, Phone, Address, E-Mail & PAN while sending contributions

Andhra Ban Foreign Contributions. 
/Yes BankIndian Donations Axis Bank/State Bank of India

Do not deposit  / transfer any Indian Donations in / to Andhra Bank. 

Foreign
Donors

for abhaya Donors

abhaya SoulDears... the source of energy for the good work!

All the donations will be exempted under 80G I abhayafoundation@yahoo.com I www.abhayahome.org I www. abhayafoundation.org


